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charlie and the chocolate factory is a 2005 american fantasy-comedy film directed by tim
burton, written by linda woolverton, and produced by david heyman and charlotte

huggins, based on roald dahl's 1964 novel of the same name. charlie bucket is a poor and
simple boy, who lives in a village in england. he is very fond of his grandpa joe, who was

his first friend, after his parents died. his best friend is the oompa loompas. there is a
chocolate factory in the town, where mr. willy wonka runs. charlie gets a golden ticket to
go on a tour in the factory. when he goes, charlie has a lot of exciting things. there are

many surprises in the factory, and charlie gets to go in the chocolate river. he meets the
oompa loompas, who are singing. charlie gives his ticket to the oompa loompas, who are
very sad and angry. charlie then goes to see the chocolate waterfall. then charlie goes to
the room of a lady, mrs. gloop. mrs. gloop asks charlie to give her the last golden ticket.

it's halloween, and the oompa-loompas are doing their annual halloween celebration. they
prepare a special treat for the children who visit their factory: a spooky tour of the

factory. but before that, they have a competition for who can make the scariest noise.
charlie, who has lost his grandpa, is chosen to go on the tour of the factory with the

oompa-loompas. charlie is given special permission to open the gates to the factory after
the tour is over. he enters the factory and opens a box that contains a golden ticket to

visit the factory anytime he wants. a millionaire child named charlie bucket thinks he has
won a golden ticket to a magical chocolate factory. his father tells him that the ticket is
actually to a fair, and that all the children who win tickets for the fair must come to the
fair. but the boy's parents and his aunt are surprised when he goes to the fair and wins
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the golden ticket. now the wealthy boy and his grandpa joe are going to the chocolate
factory. when they arrive they are invited to meet the candy maker, willy wonka. after the
tour of the factory, the five winners are invited to the most unusual birthday party ever.

and they're also given four golden tickets to be used at the fair that they can give to their
friends.
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MacFarlane. MacFarlane plays
Augustus Gloop, a greedy boy
who yearns to gobble up the

world's largest candy bar,
Wonka's masterpiece, the Grand
Gobbler. As Charlie approaches
the top of the glass elevator, he
is instructed to turn back by the

professor, only to encounter
Augustus underneath. Augustus

and Charlie compete for the
Grand Gobbler as they fall
towards the ground. The

elevator's downward motion is
halted by the arrival of the Royal
Guard, who haul them both off to

the Order of the Oompa
Loompas, where Augustus is
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given his wish: he is to be
transformed into "soft, delicious

Wonka-O's". The film was
released on October 31, 2005,

and is the eleventh film directed
by Tim Burton to receive a total
gross of over $1 billion at the

box office. The film grossed over
$757 million, the largest amount

ever earned by a live-action
comedy film until 2013. The film
also has the distinction of being
the first live-action film directed
by Burton to gross $500 million.
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